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BIOMETORE Objectives

The project aims at carrying out sampling surveys encompassing seamounts in the Madeira-Tore (Gorringe bank, Josephine and Seine) and Great Meteor geological complexes to acquire knowledge on biodiversity, from species to pelagic and benthic ecosystems and, human pressures.

The data obtained will contribute to improve knowledge of relevant MSFD descriptors such as those related to biodiversity (D1, D3, D4 and D6) where the initial assessment identified insufficiency of data and information.
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BIOMETORE main expected results

- First time a consortium including all major Portuguese institutions related with the Sea working together

- Species collected to Natural Museum collections, including tissue for DNA analysis

- **BIOMETORE** database will be created with association with *SeaBioData* project (PT02_Aviso5_0002)

- A sustainability plan for the study areas
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